Summary of the book “Climate Change, Untold Truths and the
Ultimate Solution”.
Answers: How climate change evolved and why it worsen in spite of the efforts to control.
How and why have people created the evils which took away their freedom, happiness, peace
and hope?
The most rational and probably the only solution that ends all the above.

Missed Opportunities and the Agenda for the Days to Come
Humanity wants peace, happiness and a hopeful living. Otherwise life becomes an
ordeal or hell. Unfortunately people themselves ruined the wonderful living nature gifted to
them through their own imprudent acts and the failure to learn from their mistakes.
World had been a different one for humanity since the end of Second World War. For
various reasons and because of the international organisations the world came together,
countries understood each other and almost every group enjoyed their safe homeland and
freedom. But most of the people, especially those in the present day developing and poor
countries failed to understand their limitations, responsibilities and duties and so have been
losing their freedom to the evils they have created for them and now many enlightened
youths are quitting their countries and proceed invariably to the land of white men who were
chased by their own fathers to gain freedom. These must have awakened the responsible
people and the migrants to understand their faulty ideologies and policies; but the
governments are continuing with the same and the migrants irreversibly harm many host
countries with their culture and ideologies which failed their countries.
The host countries, especially the western countries had wonderful opportunities to
control most of the evolving evils around the world and to unite the whole humanity as a
global village; but failed and are ruining the freedom their children are entitled to. If
humanity continue to do these mistakes the future may turn unbearably horrible for all.
The reader will understand that all such ignorance and indifference of responsible
people gave long life to man-made evils and helped newer evils to evolve which then
culminated into global warming (GW) and climate change (CC).
The Unexpected Happenings
At the end of the wars the infrastructures and youth populations of Europe and Japan
were decimated and they were in huge debts. Most of the developing and poor countries of
today were in a far better position with man power, surplus natural resources, basic
infrastructures and many more, including freedom to make their lives great. The ruined
western countries rebuilt their economy to the envy of the whole world. The others also
sincerely did everything to remove poverty and other evils; but failed because they failed to
understand the basic cause behind their sufferings. The resultant irrational policies ruined the
peace, happiness and freedom they enjoyed and made their life more horrible with corruption,
crime, violence, terrorism and many more and at last CC.
Understanding the factors behind these unexpected happenings will help us to correct
the ruinous mistakes.
Diverse Problems and Unthinkable Advantages

The developed countries have created a highly unsustainable economy for them,
which is propped up with two inevitable crutches – the highly polluting fossil fuel and
external market. These take away their freedom and they now suffer economic chaos,
unemployment and even poverty in many regions and are waging an unsuccessful war against
pollution. They got entrapped to such an extent that they themselves cannot do much to
regain real economic freedom. My studies very clearly say that the poor and developing
countries can regain wholesome freedom faster than the developed countries if they have the
will and then they can ease the difficulties of polluting countries. So there is no point in
envying the western world and aping their inherently unstable economy. Now the world must
do all which will yield fruits – by understanding the past mistakes.
To understand the “natural history” of the debilitating evils evolved in poor and
developing countries we must go back to 1950s and trace the happenings and demographic
changes through these decades. These give valuable information and the most rational
solution to end all evils, including the uncertainties of industrialised western countries.
Orderly Evolution of Evils
Their major curse of those days was poverty but now they suffer uncountable curses
and evils which never appeared all of a sudden; but evolved in some sequential pattern. This
orderly evolution of evils help us to connect the relationship between them and the growing
deficits created by growing population.
The First Major Fault of People in Poor and Developing Countries
As we just saw, about sixty years ago almost every village of poor and developing
countries had a surplus of life supportive resources like fertile lands and water. Their major
needs were food, clothing and shelter. Because of surplus resources all of them were
employed. Their farm products fetched good income and so they were able to buy the
services and products of their smaller urban population which ensured wholesome
sustainability. Because of such satisfactorily employment, education was optional and
because of the comfortable income they never needed most of the modern gadgets and huge
energy. Since everyone worked to convert resources into wealth huge families were
considered assets. Yet exploitations, mal-governance, pestilences, vagaries of nature,
ignorance, etc. often drove people to poverty.
Families multiplied and population grew without the right understanding of the
supporting capacity of their natural resources. At some point they depleted the surpluses.
That means the population of those villages have crossed the supporting limits of their
villages or regions. It also means that they have crossed the sustainable or optimum
population density (OPD) to become unsustainable or high population density (HPD).
The Commonly Observed Sequence of Evolving Evils
Birth and growth of poverty: Deficits of life-supportive resources mean poverty. When
families with many children divided their resources their share shrunk faster and easily
dragged them into poverty. At this stage fertile land and water for sustainable farming remain
as deficiencies. (However humanity manage this deficit through unsustainable artificial
farming technologies.) With further growth of population the deficits also grew and threw
more and more people into deeper poverty.
From now on reader must watch how newer needs become inevitable to sustain life.
Nature cannot provide most of these additional needs and so people exploit others, destroy

nature to extract something or bring in the polluting fuel harmful to nature. With growing
population such acts worsen to create newer evil. From wholesome sustainability point of
view all these remain as growing deficits to be compensated.
Unemployment: Since the share of many newly formed families shrunk to unsustainable
levels under-employment and unemployment evolved. The huge families which were
considered to be assets are the first to suffer poverty and unemployment.
Now education and acquiring special skills become additional needs to compete for
employment elsewhere.
Birth of Invisible Evils: Government tried to reduce poverty and unemployment with
freebies and other programmes. Freebies minimised the burden of breadwinners to some
extent. Yet it hurt the dignity of sensitive children because every child wants to be fed with
the income of its own parents and protected and cared for by them. When children of planned
small families of the neighbourhood and relatives enjoy all those; the children of poor
families suffer humiliations like eating something not earned by their parents, standing in
humiliating long queues for their requirements, petitioning authorities for help, enduring low
quality life, vanishing social respect and many more. Thus indignity, disparities and
inequalities have arrived in villages which enjoyed equality and peace. These are terrible
curses which ruin the body, mind and soul of the victims; yet the creators of inequality are
not the society or enemies but their own dear parents who had been too imprudent to realise
their limits and prevailing situations like unemployment and growing needs and to plan
accordingly.
Governments can satisfy only the physical needs but can never play the role of worthy
parents. Government must have guided families to plan sensibly to avoid deficits; but failed
in the name of human rights and other virtues which took away the means and rights of poor
families to enjoy life. These hurt growing youths and cause permanent deep wounds in their
minds which force them to accept even immoral antisocial acts which try to “heal” their
psychological wounds and take them towards “equality”.
Unhealthy Competition: Because of the above errors populations exploded, free resources
vanished, newer necessities burdened families and forced them to compete and grab anything
that support life – like resources and evolving employment opportunities.
Crime, Corruption and Forest Destruction: Despite hard work many families failed to
satisfy their dependents. When dependents starved the breadwinners tried to earn something
through antisocial means. For many people in need these new evil activities have become
their breadwinning profession. These impose deficits upon law-abiding families through loses
they incur by theft and other crime. And add new necessities like strengthening security with
special gadgets and additional policing.
Violence: Opting for violence is not at all an easy decision. As we saw there are youths who
suffered humiliations, indignities and social marginalisation (exclusion) through disparities
and inequalities. And others who lost their rightful opportunities to crime and corruption. All
these harden their minds to go even for violence and such acts. Violent deeds cause more
destruction than the requirements of the perpetrators and make the society more unsustainable
with more deficits.

Migrations: When life is tough or impossible because of the above curses people try to
escape from the villages which sustained their families for generations. Their most preferred
destinations are the urban centres.
Travel, Transport and Pollution: Migrations favour travel and transport industry which
further need a variety of industries to manufacture vehicles and huge energy source to run
them. Nature cannot provide that and so people dig out the highly polluting fossil fuels which
were kept at depths by nature in order to make life possible on earth.
Urbanisation: The moment people depleted natural resources and relied upon other sources
(like unnatural farming, petroleum, engaging in crime to feed families, requiring policing to
keep them on order, etc.) they lost their opportunity to balance or repay the debts to nature.
Urban life goes entirely against green economy and they entirely depend upon the transport
industry for their raw materials, water and food and polluting petroleum for their transport
and energy requirements. Their needs are too many and their jobs do not help in any way to
compensate their debts to nature. They pollute enormously but cannot neutralise even a
fraction. Thus all these remain as huge debts to nature or sustainable living.
More Pollution: As we just saw urban life is purely a polluting life. And they also directly
warm the atmosphere in too many ways. So the growth of urban centres and unbalanced
industrial economy massively create the factors which help global warming.
Fading Hopes: Cities create varieties of jobs ranging from administrative officers to the low
paid factory worker. Yet those new opportunities also have limits. When more and more
migrants carrying huge deficits arrive, opportunities get saturated and create unemployment.
Worsening Evils: The above lead to unhealthy competitions in cities and repeat the
evolution of more crime, more violence and other evils described above.
Divisive Tendencies and Hatred: When evils multiply and ruin the peace, happiness and
hope, people lose their trust and hope they had with their leaders in politics, religion, and
other organisations. Since the leaders failed and are too ignorant to understand their faults
they try to blame other communities, minorities, other parties and even other countries for
their sufferings. Because of such morons among leaders, divisive tendencies, hatred,
enmities, treacherous acts, mutual blaming and other such evils arise to take away every
virtue people cherish. Since people are clueless about their sufferings they obey the malicious
leaders who come out with misleading lies, false promises, faulty “diagnosis” of the
socioeconomic curses, malicious ideologies, evil stories, twisted historical events and above
all by quoting out-of-context verses from scriptures and other religious books. Such
brainwashed youths get ready even for brutalities and destructions. These further worsen
peace and create more deficits.
When the opportunities to find scapegoats or to divide people do not exist, people get
fed up with governments and rise against rulers as we see in many countries (Egypt, Greece,
Syria and many others). If those deposed or threatened leaders who led them for decades had
enlightened their people about the importance of forming sustainable small happy families
such deterioration could never have occurred and people would have praised them with
gratitude.
Terrorism (Fight) or International Migration (Flight) from Danger Zones: When people
are pushed to the corner with all the above destructive and demoralising evils the options left

are to fight against with whatever left or to fly away from the dangerous situation. Terrorism
is a highly risky venture; yet the above evils and motivation drive many to terrorism. So
terrorism never evolve at earlier stages of the evolution of evils but wait until the above evils,
desperation and malicious and immoral leaders appear in society.
Those who cannot face the deteriorating living conditions fly away from their own
motherland to any region which promise a better life. For such escape they risk dangerous
journeys and punishments in other countries. Their most common destinations are western
developed countries who respect human rights and practice equality.
The Dangerous Migrants: No one likes to leave motherland. But the migrants quit because
their own people have made their countries dangerous to live in. Ideologies act as software
and decide the acts of people. In today’s world misinterpreted religious ideologies,
superstitions, pauperising traditions, evil practices, malicious preaching, etc. play a crucial
role in ruining the peace and hope of many countries. The desperate migrants must think of
the contrasting situations in their own countries and the host countries and try to correct their
mistakes and adopt the progressive ideologies and practices of peaceful countries. But
unfortunately most of the migrants believe that the opportunities they enjoy in an alien
country is a blessing of their own god and continue with the ruinous ideologies which ruined
their countries and drove them as destitute. Such ignorance not only hinders their integration
and progress but also ruin the countries which accepted them with respect and trust.
Treating Migrants: Human rights, equality, integration, creating multicultural societies, etc.
are highly praiseworthy norms. But when the beneficiaries are too ignorant to understand
those virtues it cause discord and take away the peace of both the guests and hosts. Because
of such fooleries the western countries are ruining their own peace and hope but also create
millions of enemies for their children.
The culture of a people is the culmination of their traditions, beliefs, religion,
literatures, history and above all the seasons and climate. Trying to practice it in another
country or to integrate with others is unnatural, as many host countries try to do. When
migrants with pauperising beliefs, contrasting ideologies and dangerous cultural practices are
made citizens of western countries they invariably remain as poor. So they suspect the hosts
and even hate them for the “disparities and inequalities” and try to oppose even noble act like
integration. Such ignorance and ingratitude are ruinous to them and even to global peace.
When a migrant in western country feel discriminated their families in their countries, their
race, their religious people and even their countrymen hate the western countries as is
happening now.
On the other hand if the host countries point out the faults of migrants and help them
to adopt progressive ideologies the migrants can enjoy progress; but such acts are condemned
for many reasons and attract flake. The hosts too do not know why their own people live an
admirable life which attracted the migrants and what kind of ideologies ruined the countries
of migrants.
So the best way is to treat the migrants with respect and regularise their jobs and pay
and help them to go back to their dear roots with the fortunes they have made in western
countries. A job done in western countries help the migrants to earn five to twenty times
more than what they earn in their own countries and so working for about ten years will
ensure a dignified life for the migrants in their own countries but can only give a below
average life in western counties. Such returned respectable citizens praise the attitudes of
western countries and they as well as their relatives and friends remain as grateful friends of
west for ever (unlike the opposite situation with granting of citizenship). Such proliferating

friends around the world in millions help to end poverty in poor and developing countries and
also help diverse people and countries to come closer as friends.
The Solution: Now we know that the original event which initiated the serial evolution of
evils is the creation of deficits in remote families around the world. It was the accumulation
of deficits which favoured the creation of more horrible evils. Evolved evils further created
additional kinds of deficits; but we cannot do much to control the latter additions of deficits
and evils. So the only promising, practicable and measurable solution is to stop deficitcreation at family level by guiding and helping every family to form a dignified sustainable
family.
The Reversal of Evolution: When families enjoy contentment and dignity evils like crime,
forest destruction and migration gradually stop. With time villages will gain free resources
which can be used to strengthen rural economy by promoting renewable energy such as biodiesel, alcohol, wind generators, solar energy and many others and they can revert to natural
farming.
When migration from villages comes down polluting travel and transport industries
weaken and urban centres stop growing. When the numbers of job seekers plummet
employers offer higher pay and better facilities for employees which gradually bring down
disparities and inequalities. Prudent managing of this stage is vital for the permanent freedom
of each country and to ensure wholesome sustainability of every village and country. Western
countries mismanaged this stage. Now China and few other countries and regions experience
this phase and if they prudently plan and work to reduce inequality and disparities their
people will enjoy a happy and hopeful life much before the developed countries. When more
and more countries use prudence to earn real freedom with sustainable living, it also will
bring diverse countries and races together as global village.
Global Village: The friendly coming together as global village is probably the most desirable
event one can imagine. It foster permanent peace, happiness and freedom and minimise
pollution. With the peace and surpluses we can heal the wounds of nature by bringing down
accumulated pollution, reforestation and restoring green environment. We can do only this
much to arrest GW which must naturally scale down the horrors of CC.
Seriousness of the Situation: Sustainability or unsustainability are vague terms and trying to
make policies based on them cannot do much to end human miseries – as is happening. But
when we express the same by explaining its components people and planners will understand
more. Mankind has recklessly created so much of deficits that cannot be compensated even if
one more planet earth is created. It may appear an exaggeration; but if we list the various
existing shortages/needs like water, land for natural farming, non-polluting or renewable
energy source, infrastructures, education facilities, medical facilities, facilities to reduce the
accumulated pollution, funds to restore lost forests and environment, etc. and quantify them,
we will understand the enormity.
Understanding the immediate dangers of such huge deficits and their impact must
motivate normal people (especially those who suffer) and patriotic governments to do all to
see every future family as a sustainable one.

